“Peace and Nonviolence: From the Roots of the Original People”
‘A Joint Collaboration of Mexican - Indian
Indigenous Peoples for Better Tomorrow’

Monday, 28th of September, 2020

INDIA PART- I

Indigenous People’s Issues and Education

The Adivasis/Tribal knowledge, socio-cultural traditions, philosophy and economic practices are attached to Mother Earth. Their community and self-governance is generally democratic and upholds human values, community conscience, based on justice, peace and harmony. The present model of national and global development has affected them and they are facing immense violence. This webinar will explore how indigenous people in India are planning to use national laws and international UN declarations, treaties and conventions to sustain their survival and the survival of the planet.

Join efforts of indigenous communities of Mexico and India

We would like to jointly share with our Mexico brothers/sisters common practices to ensure the continuance of Mother Earth. The recent COVID-19 pandemic has given us common challenges. In bringing together the experiences at the root of our traditions and land, we hope we can better promote peace and harmony.

Time: 06:00PM to 10:00pm IST

Proposals
05.15PM Indian Music
05:30PM Welcome and introduction by Nicholas Barla
05:45PM Dr. Vincent Ekka - India Indigenous peoples Situation
06:00PM Translation
06.10PM Prof. Harshit Roshan Lakra - Indigenous women and Peace and harmony
06.25PM Translation
06.35PM Dr. Benjamin Bara - Development a Violent economy. struggles of Indigenous Peoples & practice of Non violence
06.45PM Translation
06:55PM Ms. Manju - Self Identity and Self Determination
07:05PM Translation
07:15PM - Clarifications and Questions from the Chat Box
07:25PM - Conclusion remarks Ms. Jill Carr-Harris,PhDc
07:30PM Music

MEXICO – PART II
Peace and Nonviolence: From the Roots of the Original People

The voice of the original peoples, echo of the oral transmission of ancestral knowledge, resonates in the memory like our heartbeat in the mother's womb. We gather around this Peoples' Assembly sharing accomplishments and defeats, thoughts, proposals and petitions so that the Earth's cry is heard and the path of peace and nonviolence found again.

Opening ceremony: Delfina Albañez Arballo
Conclusions India-Mexico webinar: David Alejandro Rubio
Final remarks India-Mexico joining hands: Nicholas Barla
Music: Rubén Albarrán
Translation: Zaira M. López Pérez
Moderators: Guadalupe Duarte Espinoza y Sonia Deotto

(Mexico City Time)
09:30AM-9:36AM
- Webinar introduction (Lupita in Spanish / Sonia in English)

09:36AM-9:38AM
- Presenting Delfina Albañez Arballo - Pa ipai community (Guadalupe Duarte Espinoza in Spanish / Sonia Deotto in English)

09:38AM-9:50AM
- Mexico opening ceremony by Delfina Albañez Arballo (translated into English by Zaira M. López Pérez)

09:50AM-09:52AM
- Presenting Paulina Garrido Bonilla – Nahuatl community (Guadalupe Duarte Espinoza in Spanish / Sonia Deotto in English)

09:52AM-10:04AM
- Intervention by Paulina Garrido Bonilla (translated into English by Zaira M. López Pérez)

10:04AM-10:06AM
- Presenting Tomás Rojo Valencia – Yaqui Tribe (Guadalupe Duarte Espinoza in Spanish / Sonia Deotto in English)

10:06AM-10:18AM
- Intervention by Tomás Rojo Valencia (translated into English by Zaira M. López Pérez)

10:18AM-10:20AM
- Presenting Rubén Albarrán (translation: Guadalupe Duarte Espinoza in Spanish / Sonia Deotto in English)
10:20AM-10:28AM
- Message and song by Rubén Albarrán (in Spanish and English)

10:28AM-10:30AM
- Presenting Gabriel Pacheco Salvador – Wixárika community
  (translation: Guadalupe Duarte Espinoza in Spanish / Sonia Deotto in English)

10:30AM-10:42AM
- Intervention by Gabriel Pacheco Salvador (translated into English by
  Zaira M. López Pérez)

10:42AM-10:44AM
- Presenting Martin Elías Ortega López (translation: Guadalupe Duarte
  Espinoza in Spanish / Sonia Deotto in English)

10:44AM-11:56AM
- Intervention by Martin Elías Ortega López - Ópata community and
  Lipan Apache (translated into English by Zaira M. López Pérez)

11:56AM-11:58AM
- Presenting David Alejandro Rubio
  (Guadalupe Duarte Espinoza in Spanish / Sonia Deotto in English)

11:58AM-12:10AM
- Conclusions webinar India-México by David Alejandro Rubio
  (translated into Spanish by Zaira M. López Pérez)

12:10AM-12:12AM
- Presenting Nicholas Barla (Guadalupe Duarte Espinoza in Spanish /
  Sonia Deotto in English)

12:12AM-12:24AM
- Final remarks India-Mexico joining hands by Nicholas Barla (translated
  into Spanish by Zaira M. López Pérez)

12:24AM-12:30AM
- Jai Jagat in Spanish by Rubén Albarrán

**Coordinators:** Ms. Sonia Deotto from Mexico, Mr. Nicholas Barla from India and Ms. Jill Carr- Harris.